IB Questionbank Biology	1
Review #4 – Genetics, Meiosis, and Biotechnology Short Answer and Extended Response Released IB Questions Mark Scheme
1.	 
(a)	females are carriers when they have dominant and recessive alleles
together;
recessive allele in carrier does not affect phenotype as dominant
allele also present;
gene is located on the X chromosome / gene is not located on Y
chromosome;
females are XX so can have dominant and recessive alleles/two
alleles of gene;
males are XY so only have dominant or recessive allele/one allele
of gene;
hemophilia/red-green colour blindness/other example of a sex-linked
characteristic;	4 max
(b)	(point) mutation of gene for hemoglobin;
CTC to CAC / GAG to GTG / substitution of T/thymine with A/adenine;
mRNA copy of gene is GUG instead of GAG;
valine instead of glutamic acid;
(in homozygotes) red blood cells become sickle-shaped;
(in homozygotes) less oxygen carried;
(in homozygotes) red blood cells do not survive long / burst / block
blood vessels/capillaries / circulatory problems may cause pain/
organ failure/example of symptom;
heterozygotes have malaria resistance;	5 max
[9]
2.	(a)	Down syndrome is caused by non-disjunction;
occurs during meiosis;
chromosome pairs fail to separate in meiosis I / chromatids in meiosis II /
anaphase II;
some gametes have an extra chromosome;
can lead to zygotes/individuals with an extra chromosome / individual
has 47 chromosomes;
in Down syndrome this would be trisomy 21/extra chromosome 21;
increased probability with increased age of mother/ages of parents;	5 max
(b)	skin colour is an example of polygenic inheritance;
many/more than two genes contribute to a person’s skin colour;
due to the amount of melanin in the skin;
combination of alleles determines the phenotype;
allows for range of skin colours / continuous variation of skin colour;
phenotypes do not follow simple Mendelian ratios of dominance and
recessiveness;
the environment also affects gene expression of skin colour /
sunlight/UV light stimulate melanin production;
the more recessive alleles there are, the lighter the skin colour; (vice versa)	5 max
(c)	caused by gene mutation;
(sickle-cell anemia) due to a base substitution (mutation);
changes the code on the DNA;
which leads to a change in transcription / change in mRNA;
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which (in turn) leads to a change in translation / change in
polypeptide chain/protein;
(the tRNA) adds the wrong amino acid to the polypeptide chain;
glutamic acid replaced by valine;
produces abnormal hemoglobin;
causing abnormal red blood cell/erythrocyte shape / sickle shape;
which lowers the ability to transport oxygen;
sickle-cell allele is codominant;
homozygote/HbS HbS have sickle cell anemia/is lethal / heterozygote/
HbS HbA has the sickle trait/is carrier (and is more resistant to malaria);	8 max
[18]
3.
	DNA sample obtained;
from hair/blood/semen/human tissue;
DNA amplified / quantities of DNA increased by PCR/polymerase
chain reaction;
satellite DNA/highly repetitive sequences are used/amplified;
DNA cut into fragments;
using restriction enzymes/restriction endonucleases;
gel electrophoresis is used to separate DNA fragments;
using electric field / fragments separated by size;
number of repeats varies between individuals / pattern of bands is unique to the individual/unlikely to be shared;
Award [5 max] for methods.
	forensic use / crime scene investigation;
example of forensic use e.g. DNA obtained from the crime scene/victim
compared to DNA of suspect / other example of forensic use;
paternity testing use e.g. DNA obtained from parents in paternity cases;
biological father if one half of all bands in the child are found in the father;
genetic screening;
presence of particular bands correlates with probability of certain
phenotype / allele;
other example;
brief description of other example;
Award [4 max] for aims.	8 max
[8]
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(ii)	unenclosed seeds, starchy and tunica present, sugary /
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 (both needed)	1
(iii)	crossing over;
between non-sister chromatids (in prophase I);
results in exchange of alleles / change in linkage groups;
so some gametes are T     e or t     E; (linkage notation not expected)
test cross expect ratio of two phenotypes / correct Punnett Square
showing test cross;
but instead get four phenotypes with smaller percentage of
recombinants;
Above points can be shown in diagrams.	2 max
[4]

 
5.	C
[1]
6.	
	polymerase chain reaction/PCR;
(DNA obtained from) blood/semen/hairs/other source of tissue;
combined with necessary raw materials/one example of raw material;
in thermal cycler / (PCR) machine;
DNA replicated many times;	2 max
[2]
7.	(a)	(i)	autosomes because the sex chromosomes/X and Y chromosomes
would be different lengths/sizes / would have different genes	1
(ii)	homologous because they have paired/formed a bivalent / tetrad /
there is crossing over between the chromosomes / they have the
same genes (in the same sequence) / they are the same size and shape	1
(b)	first prophase/first metaphase/prophase I/metaphase I	1
(c)
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	Allow [1] only if the C allele is not on the short arm or the A and B alleles
are not on the long arm. Use a maximum of two ticks in your marking.	2
(d)	(gene) linkage / autosomal linkage	1
[6]
8.	(a)	cells undergoing mitosis are used for karyotyping;
process of mitosis is stopped at (mitotic) metaphase;
chromosomes (cut from photographs) are arranged in pairs of similar
structure/homologous chromosomes;
allows abnormalities in the chromosome number/appearance to be seen;
any valid example (e.g. in Down syndrome / gender of fetus);
detected by identifying unique feature (e.g. trisomy 21 / one extra
chromosome / 47 chromosomes);
Award [3 max] for an example with no description of karyotyping.	4 max
(b)	restriction enzymes/endonucleases cut a small fragment of DNA from
an organism;
same restriction enzymes used to cut DNA of plasmid / e.g. E. coli;
sticky ends are the same in both cases;
fragment of DNA is inserted into the plasmid;
spliced together by ligase;
to make recombinant DNA/plasmids;
recombinants can be inserted into host cell and cloned;	5 max
 
(c)	genetic modification is when the DNA/genotype of an organism is
artificially changed;
genetic modification alters some characteristic/phenotype of the organism;
named example with modification (e.g. salt tolerance in tomato plants);
	benefits: [5 max]
allows crops to be grown where they would not grow naturally;
provides more food;
economic benefits;
expands world’s productive farmland;
reduces the need to clear rainforests to grow crops;
lowers cost of production;
less pesticides/fertilizers/chemicals needed so better for environment;
Award marks for any valid benefit consistent with a named example.
	harmful effects: [5 max]
may be released into natural environment;
may affect food chains / unintended effects on other organisms;
may affect consumers e.g. allergies/health risks;
unfair to smaller farmers who cannot compete;
long-term effects are unknown;
risk of cross-pollination;
risk of long-term contamination of soil;
Award marks for any harmful effect consistent with the named example.	9 max
 [18] 
9.	(a)	plasmid	1
(b)	DNA ligase involved; (DNA required to be consistent with syllabus)
seals gaps/nicks in DNA (strands);
makes sugar-phosphate bonds;	2 max
(c)	named example of DNA source and organism to which it is transferred;
benefit of the example of gene transfer;
possible harm from the example of gene transfer;
	Example:
gene transfer details [1 max]
e.g. Bt gene transferred from bacterium/Bacillus to maize
specific benefit [1 max]
e.g. corn borer/insect pest killed by Bt toxin increasing crop production;
e.g. less pesticides/fertilizers/chemicals needed so better for environment;
specific harmful effect [1 max]
e.g. non-target insects may be killed as well;
e.g. risk of cross-pollination may introduce gene to unintended species;
	Examiners may have to consult resources for legitimate alternative
examples.	3 max
[6]
10.	(a)	(gel) electrophoresis	1
(b)	(track C is) not (DNA from) the father;
some bands on track B do not occur on A or C;
these bands must be DNA inherited from the real father;
band in track B that does not occur on A or C identified;
Annotations to the gel illustrating the above points may be used.	3 max
[4]
11.	(a)	three copies/extra copy/trisomy of chromosome/pair 21	1
Do not accept chromatid.
(b)	occurs due to non-disjunction;
(homologous) chromosome/pairs/sister chromatids fail to separate;
some gametes have an extra chromosome;	2 max
(c)	male as sex chromosomes different size/both X and Y chromosomes present	1
To award [1], reason must be given.
(d)	gene for colour blindness is carried on X chromosome (sex linkage);
males have only one X chromosome so the allele is always expressed /
absent from Y chromosome;
the allele of the gene for colour blindness is recessive;
females must be homozygous to be colour-blind / heterozygous
females are carriers but not colour-blind;	2 max
[6]
12.	(a)	polymerase chain reaction and electrophoresis	1
Both required for [1]
(b)	all bands on the DNA profile of E / evidence match those of S2 / no agreement
between DNA fragments and S1;
suspect 2 / S2 was present at the crime scene;	2
[3]
13.	(a)	DNA and protein	1
(b)	crossing over / chiasmata;
shuffles alleles;
random orientation of chromosomes;
at metaphase I:
at metaphase II;	2 max
(c)	all four genotypes shown: TTRr, TTrr, TtRr, Ttrr;
phenotype individually identified / 2 tall round and 2 tall wrinkled;	2
Cannot use genotype letters by themselves to mean phenotypes eg cannot state that the phenotype of a tall round plant is TR etc
(d)	non-disjunction	1
[6]
14.	 
	plasmid removed from bacteria;
plasmid cleaved/cut open by restriction enzymes;
desired gene/DNA extracted from donor;
DNA from donor cleaved using same restriction enzyme;
results in sticky ends;
with complementary base sequences;
pieces of DNA from two organisms mixed;
ligase used to splice pieces (DNA);
recombinant plasmids formed;
insertion into host cells;	6 max
 [6]
15.	(a)	genes that are located on the same chromosome (form a linkage group)	1
(b)	file_6.wmf
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Award [1 max] if the candidate does not use the same format, but
gives the correct letters Ggff and ggFf.	2
(c)	(recombination) occurs in prophase 1 of meiosis;
homologous chromosomes come together in pairs;
chiasmata form between the (non-sister) chromatids;
chromosomes exchange segments / crossing over takes place;	3 max
[6] 
16.	A
[1] 
17.	 
	red-green colour-blindness is a sex-linked character / gene located on
X-chromosome;
boy inherits X chromosome from mother, only inherits Y chromosome
from father;
boy’s mother must have been carrying the gene;
he inherited it from mother’s father / maternal grandfather;	3 max
[3]
18.	(a)	character affected/influenced/defined/determined/controlled by
two or more genes	1
(b)	human skin colour can vary from pale to very dark / amount of
melanin varies;
skin colour/melanin controlled by (alleles from) at least three/several
genes;
no alleles are dominant / alleles are co-dominant / incomplete dominance;
many different possible combinations of alleles;
skin colour controlled by cumulative effect/combination of genes/alleles;
Award the above marking points for any other valid example.	2 max
(c)	sex linked condition;
carried on an X chromosome / absent from Y chromosome;
if present in male causes colour blindness;
(allele is) recessive so heterozygous females are not colour blind;
homozygous females are colour blind;
Do not allow carried on sex chromosome.	3 max
[6]
19.	 
	offspring vary in traits;
variation results from sexual reproduction;
independent assortment of alleles (during meiosis of spermatogenesis/
oogenesis) contributes to variation;
meiosis is the cellular process that produces gametes;
crossing over (during meiosis) increases variation;
fertilization (combination of different genomes) contributes to variation;
more offspring may be produced than the environment can hold;
struggle for existence can occur;
offspring whose traits best adapt them to environment will survive/survival
of fittest;
change in environment will lead to survivors with new/different traits;
correct use of term natural selection/selective pressure;
variation is heritable / over time more offspring born with new trait;
change in gene pool;
when entire population (of a species) exhibits new trait, evolution
has occurred;	8 max
 [8]

 
20.	 
(a)	crossing over/chiasmata formed during prophase I of meiosis;
pairing of homologous chromosomes/synapsis;
chromatids break (at same point); (do not accept chromatids overlap)
non-sister chromatids join up/swap/exchange alleles/parts;
X-shaped structure formed / chiasmata are X-shaped structures;
chiasma formed at position where crossing over occurred;
chiasmata become visible when homologous chromosomes unpair;
chiasma holds homologous chromosomes together (until anaphase);
Accept the above points in an appropriately annotated diagram.	5 max
(b)	non-disjunction;
chromosomes/chromatids do not separate / go to same pole;
non-separation of (homologous) chromosomes during anaphase I;
due to incorrect spindle attachment;
non-separation of chromatids during anaphase II;
due to centromeres not dividing;
occurs during gamete/sperm/egg formation;
less common in sperm than egg formation / function of parents’ age;
Down syndrome due to extra chromosome 21;
sperm/egg/gamete receives two chromosomes of same type;
zygote/offspring with three chromosomes of same type / trisomy /
total 47 chromosomes;
Accept the above points in an appropriately annotated diagram.	8 max
 [13] 
21.	C
[1] 
22.	D
[1] 
23.	D
[1]
24.	C
[1]



